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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD: (10-15 lines in English + optional
figure)
In the industry of the future, robots would work in collaboration with human by jointly
performing the assigned tasks and sharing the same workspace. Hence, their actions must be
controlled in real time according to the human actions. Visual tracking would allow the
worker to be located in the workspace and to recognize his gestures in order to anticipate the
robot's control avoiding any collision with him. The aim of this PhD proposal is to investigate
new approaches for human-robot collaboration using augmented reality. The idea is to
develop an augmented reality system, which allows the worker to visualize simultaneously
and in real time the robot's control information and also the instructions to be performed by
the user. 3D human tracking and gesture recognition based on machine learning approaches
will also be investigated. A depth sensor placed in top will be used, the acquired data will be
analysed to detect the operator's presence area and to recognize his gesture. Natural user
interface will be developed in order to control the application: changingthe context/scenario
of AR, stopping the robot, etc.
Required background of the student: (Which should be the main field of study of the
applicant before applying)
The candidate should have aMaster degree or equivalent in Robotics, computer science, or
related disciplines. Required skills are experience in C++ software development, Machine
learning and pattern recognition, applied mathematics, and a good command of English
(reading/writing/speaking. In addition, the successful candidate will be highly self-motivated,
passionate about his/her work, and has good ability to work both independently as well as in a
team in a multidisciplinary environment.
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